Dynamic path planning is one of the key procedures for unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) to successfully fulfill the diversified missions. In this paper, we propose a new algorithm for path planning based on ant colony optimization (ACO) and artificial potential field. In the proposed algorithm, both dynamic threats and static obstacles are taken into account to generate an artificial field representing the environment for collision free path planning. To enhance the path searching efficiency, a coordinate transformation is applied to move the origin of the map to the starting point of the path and in line with the source-destination direction. Cost functions are established to represent the dynamically changing threats, and the cost value is considered as a scalar value of mobile threats which are vectors actually. In the process of searching for an optimal moving direction for UAV, the cost values of path, mobile threats, and total cost are optimized using ant optimization algorithm. The experimental results demonstrated the performance of the new proposed algorithm, which showed that a smoother planning path with the lowest cost for UAVs can be obtained through our algorithm.
Introduction
Unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) is a type of aircraft that can be remotely controlled or fly autonomously following on preplanned flying routes with no onboard pilots. UAV has found increasing number of applications in real-world environments [1, 2] . With the incessant improvement of the maneuverability, stealth, aggression, and intelligence of the UAV, the application of UAV has been greatly expanded during the past years. The tasks for UAV to perform are diversified, such as reconnaissance and early-warning, electronic countermeasure, communication relay, and air striking [3] [4] [5] . Dynamic path planning is the key function of UAV to ensure that UAVs can carry out the tasks successfully. It mainly refers to plan an optimal flight track for UAV from a starting point to a target point which satisfies the constraints of the UAV's own performance expectation and the environment.
Furthermore, an optimized path guarantees the successful completion of the mission with the minimized cost [6] [7] [8] .
Based on the mastery degree of the surrounding information, path planning can be constructed by two planning engines including a global path planning engine that uses prior environmental information for global planning and a local path planning engine that responds to the real-time sensor information, such as size and location of an obstacle. The local path planning is suitable for the situation where a starting point and a destination are relatively close. The local path planning is quick, real-time, and responsive, but it is easily distracted by local information thus falling into a local optimal solution without achieving the global target. Global path planning provides solution for overall path finding which finds out a both feasible and optimal path based on the environmental information obtained. All the environmental information is acquired firstly and then a preliminary (global) 2 Complexity path planning is carried out according to the environmental map constructed. The global path planning relies on global environmental information and cannot deal with real-time problems during planning process. Global path planning demands large computational capacity. Meanwhile, local path planning is a kind of dynamic programming while global path planning belongs to static programming [9, 10] .
Considerable literatures have been reported on the subject of path planning. The main methods currently developed for path planning include graph-based, populationbased evolutionary algorithms, and distributed approaches [11] . The graph-based algorithms include Voronoi diagram search method, directed graph-based method, A * search algorithms, mathematical programming method, artificial potential field method (APF), and D * lite algorithms. The graph-based algorithms, however, have shown weakness in practical situations due to its difficulty to address the motion constraints of UAV. The population-based algorithms contain particle swarm optimization (PSO), ant colony optimization (ACO), intelligent water drops optimization (IWD), gravitational search algorithm (GSA), and artificial bee colony (ABC). The population-based evolutionary algorithms have advantages of reduced complexity and dimensions in the planning phase [12, 13] . Distributed path planning off loads the path planning to environment using message exchanges between intelligent nodes. While these methods require minimized onboard processing, they rely on the smart infrastructures to be preinstalled. All of these methods have been applied to path planning in the literature, but each of them has its own disadvantages in certain aspects. For example, the APF method fails to generate path effectively in the situation with a more dense group of obstacles. The target cannot be reached if there are obstacles near the target. Moreover, jitter may occur in the planning path when it is near to an obstacle or in a narrow passageway [14, 15] . As for the ACO algorithm, it requests large amount of computation and the efficiency very much depends on the parameter. If the parameter is set incorrectly, the solution speed is slow and the quality of the solution is poor. Although an optimal solution can be obtained through exchanging information, the efficiency will be inevitably reduced when the content of the problem is too large. Meanwhile, ACO algorithm has a slow convergence speed and can easily fall into local optimal solution due to its lack of initial information [16, 17] .
To address the above challenges, we propose a new model for UAV path planning based on the ant colony optimization algorithm and the artificial potential field algorithm. Both mobile threats and static threats are considered with a set influence radius. Furthermore, mobile threats such as radars, missiles, artillery, and atmosphere are given with their moving directions. During the process of initialization, an occupant grid map will be constructed under the transformed coordinate system using the environmental information available. The initial coordinates of the points on the paths will be set. Then the optimum moving directions are searched based on probability and the cost of mobile threats from the starting point. The pheromone and next step of movement are updated iteratively until the target is reached with the best solution.
We evaluate the performance of the proposed method in planning paths against the performance of ACO algorithm in two experiment scenarios: (1) with both mobile threats and static threats presented; (2) with only mobile threats. The experimental results show that our proposed algorithm has lower costs and achieves higher performance producing a smoother path. The costs include the cost of mobile threats, the cost of path, and the total cost, while the total cost is the sum of the cost of mobile threats and the cost of path. And the cost of path is mainly considered as the fuel consumption in the entire path.
The contributions of the paper can be summarized as follows: both mobile threats and static threats are considered to simulate the actual situations better and a coordinate system transformation is used for simplicity. Meanwhile, in ACO algorithm, the thoughts of APF are used where the cost value is considered as a scalar value of mobile threats which are vectors actually.
The remaining part of the paper is organized as follows. Related work is introduced in Section 2. The new UAV path planning model and algorithm are proposed in Section 3. The experimental results are presented in Section 4. Section 5 concludes the paper with future work.
Related Work

Artificial Neural Network.
Artificial Neural Network (ANN) is a method that mimics the neural network of organisms. It is a mathematical model established by abstracting the structure of the biological neural network and the mechanism responding to the outside stimulus. Nowadays, ANN has developed a multitude of models, such as Hopfield network, ART network, and Kohonen network [18] . It is a typical parallel computing model consisting of many interconnected simple processors which are also called neurons or nodes. There are only two rules for its computing capability. The former is the rule of combining signals input, which usually represents the weighted sum of the signals input, and the latter is the activation function that calculates the combined input signals into the output signals. Each processor only receives signals periodically and sends signals to other processors.
The ANN model is characterized by parallel distributed processing ability, high fault tolerance, and self-learning ability which can combine information processing and storage. ANN has excellent performance in the task of dealing with parallel complex systems, so it is often used to solve problems with complex and mission critical applications [19] .
Particle Swarm Optimization.
Particle swarm optimization (PSO) originally proposed by Eberhart and Kennedy in 1995 is an intelligent search algorithm that mimics the foraging behavior of birds. In this algorithm, every potential solution of the problem to be optimized is represented as a point in the N dimensional space which is called particle. Each particle has a fitness function determined by fitness function and a speed determining the direction and speed of a particle. Particles move at the speed of their own towards the direction of the currently most optimal particle. The PSO is widely adopted for robot path planning because it requires only small computation resources, has fast search speed, and uses less tuning parameters. A PSO algorithm is based on guaranteed convergence and applying it to the global path planning of mobile robots was proposed. The method is described as encoding the path which connects the start point and destination in the environment into particles.
Then an active region of particles is divided according to the positions of obstacles, and the initial population is produced in this area, which makes a particle search an optimal path in a smaller restricted area. In the search process, the acceleration coefficient and inertia weight of particles are adjusted adaptively with the increase of iterations [20] [21] [22] .
Genetic Algorithm. Genetic algorithm (GA) is first proposed by Professor J. Holland in the United States in 1975
which is a kind of intelligent search algorithm which simulates the process of biological evolution to find an optimal solution. GA is started from a randomly generated or specific initial population which consists of several genetically encoded individuals. In GA, certain common operations, such as selection, replication, cross, and variation are used. According to the fitness of an individual and the principle of survival of the fittest, a new generation of population is produced through incessant iterative calculation. In this way, an optimal solution or an approximate optimal solution is obtained after decoding the genes of the optimal individuals. Because of inherent parallelism and great ability of global optimization of GA, genetic algorithm is widely used in function optimization, machine learning, signal processing, adaptive control, and robot path planning.
In view of the problem of many factors involved in the path of 3D terrain, a path planning method based on multiobjective genetic algorithm was put forward. In this algorithm, the total length and slope of the path and the path security are taken into account to measure the path obtained. In order to avoid the loop in the path, the initial population is obtained by using large scale uniform initialization, and loops of the iteration are then removed through the introduction of the austerity operator [23, 24] .
Sparse A * Search.
Sparse A * Search (SAS) algorithm is an improved A * algorithm proposed by Szczerba et al. in 2000. SAS combines the constraints of the problems to be solved in the search process of the basic A * algorithm to reduce the number of unused nodes in the search space, thus reducing the time consumed by the algorithm. These constraints are the maximum corner constraint and the maximum path length, and a method based on a new structured search space was proposed. That is to say, in a planning area, a sufficient number of nodes are generated uniformly by a random function, and the nodes are validated through visibility to form a search space. This method can significantly reduce the computational complexity and improve the search efficiency. Moreover, it can also flexibly balance between the path quality and time consumption [25, 26] . SAS is currently widely used in path planning of 3D environment.
The Proposed Method
3.1. Model Building. UAV path planning is a global optimization problem to generate a set of way points from the start point S to the destination point D with guarantee not to fly out of the designated map or being taken by threats. In our work, all threats located in the environment are divided into two categories, i.e., mobile threats and static threats. As shown in Figure 1 , static threats are obstacles with a static position in the space (denoted as yellow circles with
Start point Way point Destination point TD Dynamic threat set radius); mobile threats are dynamically moving obstacles with a known constant velocity (denoted as blue circles). In Figure 1 , the straight line SD is divided into (M+1) segments, and ( = 1, 2, ⋅ ⋅ ⋅, ) denote the M way points along the flying route.
As shown in Figure 2 , a transformation of coordinate system is produced to reduce the complexity of computation process in the UAV path planning. By setting the straight line between the S and D → as the new x-axis and the start point (S) of UAV as the new origin of the coordinate, a new coordinate system is then transformed from the original coordinate system . If a way point in system and system is given as ( , ) and ( , ) ; the relationship between the original and transformed coordinates in the two coordinate systems can be expressed as follows:
where ( , ) is the coordinate of start point in the original coordinate system. And the cost of mobile threats is mathematically given as The performance indicators of the planned path mainly consist of the mobile threat cost , the fuel cost , and the total cost . The calculation formulas of them are expressed as follows:
= +
where ( ) and ( ) denote the mobile threat cost and the fuel cost at the ith subpath from to +1 , respectively. The mobile threat cost of subpath is calculated by an approximation based on blue circles along the subpath as shown in Figure 1 . If the ith subpath ( , +1 ) is within the effect range, the threat cost is given as
where denotes the number of mobile threats, represents the length of ith subpath, and denotes the weight of each mobile threat. And is the cost of each mobile threat which is calculated by (5) . Meanwhile, if represents the weight of fuel, then the fuel cost of the ith subpath is given as 
Ant Colony Optimization Algorithm.
The basic mathematical model of ant colony algorithm was firstly applied to the traveling salesman problem. The problem can be described as finding the shortest path for a businessman to visit all cities at least and at most once. Let us assume there are m cities and N salesmen, where each ant chooses the next city to move to at an identical distance and releases the consistent pheromone. In the grids, each ant can only choose one grid which is adjacent to the grid it locates now. As shown in Figure 3 , when an ant is in grid (4, 5) , all the grids it can choose from are (3,4), (3, 5) , (3, 6) , (4, 4) , (4,6), (5,4), (5, 5) , and (5,6). Because grids (3,4) and (4,4) are occupied by obstacles, these two grids will be ignored by ants. The probability of ant t moving from location i to location j is given as
where is a heuristic factor of pheromone concentration and is also a heuristic factor of expectation which is the basis for ants to choose next location. An ant tends to choose the path that has been chosen by most ants with the increase of and also choose the grid which is closer to the destination with the increase of . And represents a heuristic function of expectation defined by the equation
where is the distance between locations i and j. And ( ) is a set of next nodes which are allowed for ants to choose and it can be mathematically described as
where represents a tabu list to record the path of ant t. Pheromone resides on the path of ants and it can volatile over time. Thus the equation of updating pheromone is expressed as follows. where is a parameter and ∈ (0, 1). Δ is described as
Q is the intensity of pheromone and is the path length of ant t in a cycle. is the path taken by ant t from the starting point to the destination in the cycle.
Artificial Potential Field Algorithm.
Artificial potential field algorithm is based on repulsion or attraction forces applied by the object by simulating the gravity field in nature. In the potential field, an obstacle O has repulsion effect to the UAV A and varies in inverse proportion to the distance; that is, the closer the distance the greater the repulsion. Meanwhile, the destination D has attraction on A which is proportional to the distance, which means the attraction increases with the increase of the distance. As shown in Figure 4 , A is affected by the virtual repulsion and attraction in an unknown environment, and the resultant force is the motive force of the UAV. The potential function is obtained by geometrical superposition principle.
where U is the total potential field, is the repulsive potential field, and is the gravitational potential field. And the relationship of the resultant force (F), repulsion force ( ), and attraction force ( ) are negative gradient of their potential fields given as follows.
= +
Gravitational potential field function is defined by
where k represents gravitational positive constant and and are the positions of destination and UAV, respectively. The direction of vector is located on the connection of the two positions and points to the destination. Step 4: output the final global optimum results
No
Step 3: Figure 5 : Flowchart of the proposed algorithm. Attraction ( ) is described as negative gradient given as follows.
In (10), when the destination D is farther away from the UAV A, both the gravitational potential energy and attraction to A are greater. When A is at the destination, the current gravitational potential energy is 0. Repulsive potential field function is defined as
where m represents a positive constant of repulsive potential field, R is an influence scope of an obstacle, and is the position of an obstacle which cannot coincide with X. And when the distance between O and A is greater than R, the repulsive potential field will no longer affect the path of UAV. The direction of vector is located on the connection of the obstacle and UAV and points to the UAV.
Repulsion ( ) which is described as negative gradient is given as follows.
In (12), when the destination D is farther away from the UAV A, both the gravitational potential energy and attraction to A are greater. When A is at the destination, the current gravitational potential energy is 0. No repulsion function will be generated when O is out of the influence scope of A. And when the distance between O and A is within the influence range of the repulsion field, the size of the repulsive potential field varies in inverse proportion to the distance.
The Proposed Algorithm.
The proposed algorithm for the UAV path planning is presented in Figure 5 which combines ACO algorithm and APF algorithm.
Step 1 (path planning field formation). Firstly, a flying field for UAV is formulated which contains a starting point, a target point, and a rectangular region. Threats including mobile threats and static threats are detected by UAV. The radius and position of static threats are known and the mobile threats and their moving direction will be sensed. All points coordinates will be converted into the new coordinate system using (1).
Step 2 (initialization). In the proposed algorithm, tabu lists of each ant and the states and attributes of ants are initialized. Moreover, the two-dimensional coordinates of range of motion for ants can be changed into one-dimensional array by compressing the vertical coordinate.
Step 3 (start algorithm iterations). The algorithm will iteratively update the positions and status once the initialization is finished until termination criteria are met. The termination criteria are set as an ant cannot reach the destination or fall into a dead circulation. Firstly, coordinates of all the points may be reached in the next step; that is, the points that are neither in the tabu list nor in the static threats are calculated. Then mobile threats start to move and each one moves a step as an ant moves a step. Next, the local and global optimum moving directions are searched based on probability in (6) and the cost of mobile threats. Step 4 (output). Once the termination criteria are met, the iteration process stops. The way points generated during the process for each step will be linked sequentially. The way points finally form final a global optimum path.
Result
To validate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm in solving the two-dimensional path planning problem, experiments are conducted and also comparisons of our proposed method are made with ACO with the same parameters settings. The Figures 6 and 7 below show the relations between the length of the optimal path and the number of iterations based on our proposed method. Figures 6(a) and 7(a) show the path length with both static and mobile threats while Figures 6(b) and 7(b) show the path length with only mobile threats. It can be seen that the path length tends to be a fixed value with the increase of iterations and the fixed value is also called the optimal solution. And compared with the path with both static and mobile threats, the path with only mobile threats has the maximum path length when the iterations are lower.
Two different kinds of mobile threats are denoted by blue and red circles, respectively, while two different kinds of static threats are denoted by green and yellow circles. Meanwhile, two different environments are included in our experiments. The former has nine static threats and two mobile threats while the latter has a total of eleven threats and two mobile threats.
Experiments for comparing the performance of the proposed algorithm and ACO are carried out. The processes of path planning are shown in Figures 8-15 . Meanwhile, Figures 8, 9 , 12, and 13 show the planning path with both static and mobile threats while Figures 10, 11, 14, and 15 show the planning path with only mobile threats. Moreover, UAV planning paths based on our algorithm are shown in Figures  8, 10, 12 , and 14. The planning paths obtained for UAVs through ACO algorithm are also shown in Figures 9, 11, 13 , and 15. It is shown that, with the increase of iterations in the process of path planning, the map search of our proposed algorithm is more thorough than ACO algorithm, so the length of planning path obtained by our algorithm is usually shorter and smoother.
A set of metrics are used to measure the optimality of the proposed method, considering the ant colony optimization algorithm as a reference. The measures are the cost of mobile threats, the cost of path, and the total cost.
It can be seen in Table 1 , in the environment of mobile and static threats and mobile threats, our proposed algorithm performs better than ACO algorithm in the cost of mobile threats, the cost of path, and the total cost. This demonstrates that the proposed path planning approach enables the UAVs to cost less to travel from the start point to the destination.
Conclusion
In this study, both mobile threats and static threats are considered to simulate the actual situations better. A series of experiments demonstrate that the proposed algorithm can effectively plan a threats free path. We focus on the problem of finding a planning path with the lowest cost for UAVs. A coordinate system transformation is used for simplicity to reduce the computational complexity. Meanwhile, the cost value is considered as a scalar value of mobile threats which are vectors actually. In this way, the moving direction of UAV is more optimal and the searching process for optimal planning path is more efficient. Moreover, compared with ACO, the planning paths obtained based on our algorithm are smoother.
For the proposed algorithm, it can be seen from the results that the planning path may just go over with obstacles. However, the actual UAV can not be abstracted as a particle because of its size so that flying in this path is not safe. In the future work, a data preprocessing needs to be taken to leave a certain security space. And in our model, the radius and moving direction of a mobile threat are constant which may change in fact. In this way, we should also set changeable radius and moving directions for mobile threats in the environment to simulate reality scene. Moreover, more algorithms for UAV path planning such as standard PSO, FA, and GA should be taken into account in experiments compared with the algorithm we put forward. And the path planning in two-dimensional environment can be converted into a three-dimensional environment to achieve a more precious path planning.
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